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GLOSSARY:
DEFINITIONS, TRANSLATIONS AND
TECHNICAL TERMS
Hadith & Sunnah:
Action, Saying and approbation of the Prophet Peace be upon him.
Halal:
That which Islamic law considers as lawful.
Halal Animals:
Animals that Islam permits their consumption.
Halal Consumption:
Foods, Drinks and medications that Islam permits its consumption.
Halal Inspector:
Islamic Experts appointed by the Halal certification body for the purpose of:
1. Inspection prior to certification and
2. Monitoring after certification
Halal Slaughter:
Slaughter of animals according to the Islamic rules as described in
Sub-Section (C) of Section 3 of Part VI
Haraam Animals:
Animals that Islam does not permit their consumption.
Haraam Consumption:
Foods, Drinks and medication that Islam does not permits its
consumption.
Haram:
That which Islamic law considers as unlawful.
JUM:
Jamiat-ul-Ulama of Mauritius
Makruh:
Undesirable according to Islamic law.
Mashbûh:
Doubtful according to Islamic law.
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Najis:
Impure according to Islamic law.
Shari‟ah:
Islamic law
Tasmiya and Takbir:
To recite „Bismillah Allahou Akbar‟ at the time of slaughtering.
Ulama:
Islamic Theologians/Scholars
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PART I: THE JAMIAT-UL-ULAMA
OF MAURITIUS (JUM)
The Jamiat-Ul-Ulama of Mauritius (JUM) is an independent, Islamic,
non-profit and non-governmental organization regrouping over 80 Ulama or
Islamic Theologians. The JUM exists since the year 1979 and is registered in
Mauritius with the Registrar of Association (Registration No. 1535).
The JUM has its own logo, as depicted below:

The main purpose and objective of JUM is to serve and guide the Muslim
community - particularly in Mauritius and Rodrigues Island – with regards to
their Islamic rights, duties, responsibilities and obligations.
The JUM is also a Halal Certifying Body and amongst its various areas of
activities, the JUM inspects and verifies - abattoirs, enterprises, products, etc. in order to issue Halal certificates.
For its Halal certifying activities, the JUM uses a separate registered logo
known as the Halal logo, as depicted below:

The JUM does not claim any charge, fee or commission for the issue of Halal
certificates, inspections and other services.
The JUM uses the Hanafi Codification as the basis and starting point for its
Halal Certifying process.
Inspections are monitored by Ulama who are well versed in the Islamic ways
of slaughtering and are well acquainted with updates concerning Halal
certification.
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PART II: IMPORTANCE OF HALAL
CERTIFYING BODIES
Halal certifying bodies are a relatively new development in Muslim
communities around the world. In fact, when in doubt, Muslims laymen
hitherto used to ask individual Muslim scholars to clarify whether or not an
item is fit for their consumption or use. However, individual Muslims would ask
only those scholars whom they trust and share their juristic school.
With the rapid and dynamic changes happening in the modern food
processing industries, the volume and complexity of queries significantly
increased. Therefore, groups of Islamic Scholars leagued together to provide
centralized platforms to receive these queries, and to better research, discuss,
investigate and reply them.
Consequently, those platforms developed particular know-how, procedures
and best practices to reasonably ensure that Halal certification is done in a
precise, consistent, coordinated and rapid manner. Those platforms developed
into different „Halal certifying bodies‟ servicing the Muslim populace at large
according to various criteria and standards.
Moreover, the areas of activity of Halal certifying bodies are rapidly
diversifying. Initially only Muslim consumers used to contact Halal certifying
bodies. Now, an increasing number of producers are requesting that their
products be Halal certified. The producers now include Muslims and
non-Muslims; and their products include consumable and non-consumable
goods.
Furthermore, hotels, restaurants, food hawkers and catering businesses are
also starting to regularly request Halal certifying bodies to issue them with
„Halal certificates‟. Another increasing occurrence is Muslim tourists contacting
the Halal certifying bodies in order to know where they can obtain Halal food.
Also foreign Halal certifying bodies around the world are contacting local
Halal certifying bodies to verify or confirm ‘in situ’ the Halal certification of
Mauritian products and vice versa. Therefore, the Halal certification activities
done in Mauritius by local Halal certifying bodies is having an international
impact and acceptance.
With the above-mentioned diversity, various Halal Standards and
procedures have been developed for each distinct area of Halal certification. The
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main areas are: Chicken slaughtering, Meat (Beef, goat or sheep) Slaughtering,
food products,…
And finally, Halal Certifying Bodies are also assuming the function of
advisory bodies and assist the food processing industries concerning steps to be
taken to uphold those Halal standards during slaughtering, production, quality
control, product flow systems, hygiene, sanitizing, packaging, labeling,
transportation and storage etc…
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PART III: HALAL CERTIFICATION IN
GENERAL
Inspired from the above exposé and experience acquired during Halal
Certification, the JUM considers that for a „Halal Certifying Body‟ to be viable
and successful, the following basic essential elements and protagonists are
needed.
Therefore, the JUM aims at implementing the following as essential
guidelines for its Halal Certification operations. Accordingly, in this part,
reference to a „Halal Certifying Body‟ may, where appropriate, be construed to
be a reference to the JUM.

1. SUBSTANTIVE (CODIFIED) ISLAMIC LAW:
The determination of what is considered Halal and Haram should be done
according to Substantive Islamic Legal basis and principles, in other words
according to codified Islamic Law.
The basic source of the Shari‟ah or normative Islamic Law can only be the
‘Qur’an’ and „Sunnah’. When the Shari‟ah is properly and comprehensively
codified, the term of Art employed by Muslim Scholars to describe it is known as
„Mazhab‟. In the Sunni world four main Mazaahib (the plural of ‘Mazhab’) or
comprehensive codifications exist.
In the definition of the Halal and Haram, there are some major differences
between the different codifications. However, on most issues the four
codifications agree.
Without using a properly codified Islamic Law as a starting point and basis,
anarchy, inconsistency and disorder will creep into the Halal Certification
process.
In Mauritius, the Hanafi Codification is recognized and followed by the
majority of Muslims.

2. BOARD OF SCHOLARS WELL-VERSED IN THE ADOPTED
SUBSTANTIVE ISLAMIC LAW:
There should be a Board ONLY comprised of Islamic Scholars. The Board
should have a president.
The Scholars sitting on the Board should be properly trained in the letter
and spirit of the particular Substantive Islamic Law. Only a general knowledge
of un-codified Islamic Law brings about confusion and unnecessary
complications.
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The Board should, when necessary, be aided and advised by a Technical
Committee, which possesses proper scientific knowledge and understanding of
technology, so that the Board can give sound opinions and specific guidelines.
The Board‟s duty should be:
1. To deliberate upon the Halal Status of products submitted for
consideration according to the above-mentioned Substantive Islamic Law.
2. To adopt principles in the determination of what is Halal and Haram when the Substantive Islamic Law is silent or when divergent views exist
within the Substantive Islamic Law.
3. To grant Halal certificates when satisfied that the products or services
under examination are compliant with the Halal Standards of the Halal
Certifying Body.
4. No Halal certificate can be given except with the signature of the
President of the Board of Scholars or, in his absence, by a person duly
delegated by him.
5. To prepare, review, adopt, amend and repeal - as and when needed Halal Standards for different areas of activity.
6. The Board may delegate duty 1 and 3 to a member of the Board or to a
panel comprising of the members of the Board.

3. HALAL STANDARDS:
There should be Halal Standards for different areas of activity.
The Halal Standards may consist of:
1. a statement and reminder of the Substantive Islamic law,
2. a procedural guideline; and
3. any other recommendations and precisions as the Board of Scholars
thinks fit.
The Halal Standards should be (unanimously) adopted by the Board of
Scholar.

4. TECHNICAL COMMITTEE:
There may exist a Technical committee, which may include non-Islamic
experts in the food processing industry.
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The opinion of the Technical Committee is only of an advisory nature.
The duty of this Technical Committee should be to research and advise the
Board concerning:
1. The methods and techniques employed in the Food processing industry.
2. The ingredients used in a product and their nature and source.
3. Any other tasks not related to the determination and application of the
Substantive Islamic Law.
The Board and Technical committee may co-opt or seek advice from any
other qualified third party.

5. PROCEDURAL GUIDELINES:
The Board of Scholars together with the assistance of the technical
committee and any other stake holders should developed procedural guidelines
for the Holders of Halal certificates.
These procedural guidelines should be based on the best practice developed
from experience on the field.
Feedback from the holders of Halal certificates may also be taken into
consideration.
Means to render the procedural aspect of Halal certification more effective
are most welcome.
6. INSPECTORS:
Inspectors are tasked to conduct:



Inspections - prior to the issue of Halal certificates, to evaluate the
compatibility with the set Halal Standards of any item, product, place and
service ; and
Surprise inspections - after the issue of Halal certificates, for monitoring the
implementation of the set Halal standards.

Inspectors should be in possession of the official Badge of their Halal
Certifying Body during inspection, so as to be properly identified.
Inspectors should remain independent and should not accept from the
person being inspected, any gift, discount or favors.
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Inspection in the context of Halal certification includes inspections of the
preparation, slaughter, treatment, packaging, storage, cleanliness, disinfection
and management practices in all respects of food processing.
If the inspector is fully satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that all aspects of
the relevant Halal Standards and procedures are being met; he should
recommend that the item, product, place or service under investigation be
considered for Halal certification.

7. “SUPERVISORS”
GUIDELINES:

TO

IMPLEMENT

THOSE

PROCEDURAL

There should be persons known as “Supervisors” who may or may not be
employees of the holder of a Halal certificate who monitor on site the
implementation of the Halal standard.
Supervisors implementing guidelines and standards include slaughters,
food manufacturers, hunting assistants, farmers, restaurant owners, hotel
owners, meat importers, etc
These “Supervisors” should be Muslims, properly trained, trustworthy and
approved by the „Halal Certifying Body‟.
These Supervisors should receive proper education concerning the Halal
issues that touches their areas of activity.
Supervisors operating in abattoirs, cold storage, restaurant etc…that are in
the ownership of a person who follows a faith other than Islam:
1. To monitor “on site” the implementation of the Halal standard of the „Halal
Certifying Body‟.
2. “Formulaires” will be given to the Supervisor to fill and return on a weekly
basis.
3. The „Halal Certifying Body‟ will have occasional meetings with the
supervisors.

8. SURPRISE VISITS BY PERSON DELEGATED BY THE BOARD
Any holder of a Halal certificate should allow the „Halal Certifying Body‟ to
conduct surprise visits. These visits should be to ensure that the Halal
Standard is being implemented as agreed.
Persons doing surprise visits should be Muslims, properly trained,
trustworthy and approved by the „Halal Certifying Body‟.
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9. MEANS TO INFORM THE MUSLIM PUBLIC
The „Halal Certifying Body‟ should be able to issue communiqués that a
product or a body has been issued with or has been stripped of a Halal
certificate.
The „Halal Certifying Body‟ has the right to abrogate, suspend the Halal
status of certified companies or products in case the agreement entered into
with the „Halal Certifying Body‟ has been violated.
Consequently, the „Halal Certifying Body‟ will reserve the right to remove the
certificate and to inform the public.

10. RECORD KEEPING:
The „Halal Certifying Body‟ needs to keep up-to-date and proper records of
the following:





The inspector‟s audits and findings during visits.
The supervisor‟s audit and findings.
The items, products, places or services which are certified by the „Halal
Certifying Body‟.
The items, products or services that the „Halal Certifying Body‟ has
endorsed according to part v of this document.

11. LOGO:
The „Halal Certifying Body‟ should have a logo, known as the Halal Logo.
The „Halal Certifying Body‟ may give authorization for its Halal Logo to be
displayed at places or services that it has certified.
The „Halal Certifying Body‟ may give authorization for its Halal Logo to be
reproduced, affixed or displayed on items and products that it has certified.
The Halal Logo is the property of the „Halal Certifying Body‟.
If the Halal certifying body ceases to certify an item, product, place or service
it should cancel the authorization of the plant‟s right to use the name, Halal
logo and Halal certificate of the „Halal Certifying Body‟.
The „Halal Certifying Body‟ may prosecute any person who misrepresents or
misuses the name, Halal Logo and Halal certificate.
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PART IV: IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS
AND
CLARIFICATIONS
It must be pointed out that the Halal certification process does not make or
decree - an item, product, place or service - as „Halal‟; rather, what we need to
understand by Halal certification is: compliance to a Halal Standard set by the
JUM.
The following may be helpful, where applicable:
“A Halal certificate is issued based on the following criteria:





An on-site inspection.
Availability of sufficient evidence and research,
The JUM is satisfied - beyond reasonable doubt -, that an item, product,
place or service is fit and proper for the consumption of the Muslim Public.
A ‘Principe de precaution’ may be taken into consideration.”
The following is also very important to consider:



The JUM operates on a voluntary application basis.



The JUM may also issue a communiqué addressed to the Muslim public
concerning an item, product, place or service that has been - beyond
reasonable doubt - found to be Haram. The Haram element may be pointed
out in the communiqué.



An item, product, place or service classified as “not Halal certified” does
not mean that it is de facto Haram. Rather, it means that the JUM has not
yet received an application to certify it or has not been satisfied –
beyond reasonable doubt - that its Halal standards are met.



An item, product, place or service that has not been Halal certified, may
nevertheless be subsequently issued with a Halal certificate based on new
evidence and research. The contrary is also possible.



After inspections, the JUM gives reasons as to why an item, product, place
or service has not yet been issued with a Halal certificate.



If possible, the JUM may issue corrective action guidelines to an applicant
whose application has yet been approved. If these corrective action
guidelines are fully complied with, a Halal certificate may be granted.



A Halal inspection must be conducted prior to the issue of any Local Halal
certificate. Subsequently, a certificate may be issued if the Halal standards
of the JUM are met.
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Issues relating to Islamic ethics, values, hygiene and morals may not be
considered by the Board of Scholars when determining the ‘stricto sensus’
Halal Status of an item, product, place or service. However, the Board may
admonish the holder to uphold those golden Islamic ethics, values, hygiene
and morals.



In normal circumstances, Halal certificates are valid for one year. The JUM
reserves the right to increase or to decrease its validity period.
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PART V: THE
„ENDORSEMENT OF FOREIGN
HALAL CERTIFICATE‟
SYSTEM
This system has for object, Halal certificates emanating from foreign
jurisdictions.
If the Local „Halal Certifying Body‟ i.e. the JUM - has no representatives or no
affiliates in a foreign jurisdiction – it may endorse the Halal certificate of a
foreign „Halal Certifying Body‟. This system is an exception to the on-site visit
system to issue Halal certificate for local items, products, places or services.
The procedure for the „ENDORSEMENT OF FOREIGN HALAL CERTIFICATE‟
SYSTEM is as follows:
1. No endorsement of any Halal certificate can be made until proper
contact has been established with the foreign „Halal Certifying Body‟.
2. Endorsement of the foreign Halal certificate is only possible when its
halal standards are compatible with the local Halal certifying body i.e.
the JUM. A cursory enquiry may be sufficient to establish compatibility.
3. If the above two are followed, then the local „Halal Certifying Body‟ i.e.
the JUM, may consider the foreign Halal certificate to be prima facie
evidence of the Halal status of a product.
4. Further investigation may be conducted as to the existence, credibility
and compatibility of the foreign „Halal Certifying Body‟.
5. Items, products or services that the Local Halal certifying body endorses
are published for the information of the Muslim public, on a website,
journal, communiqué, etc.
6. The Local „Halal Certifying Body‟ i.e. the JUM, may issue reservation
over other products that the foreign body certifies as Halal.
The local „Halal Certifying Body‟ i.e. the JUM, may establish strategic
international partnership with other Halal certifying bodies around the world.
Halal certifiers should be mindful of regulations in both exporting and
importing countries.
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PART VI: THE ENDORSEMENT OF LOCAL
HALAL CERTIFICATE SYSTEM
Only the Halal certificates are made the object of the „Endorsement of
Local Halal Certificate System‟.
Same as for the Endorsement of foreign Halal Certificates, Halal Certifying
Bodies do not fall within the scope of „„Endorsement of Local Halal Certificate
System‟.
The Halal Certifying Body may, if requested to do so, under the conditions
mentioned below and on a case to case basis, endorse Halal Certificates issued
by Other Local Halal Certifying Bodies.
The JUM reserves the right to endorse only some items, products, places
or services mentioned on a single Halal Certificate (emanating from another
local HCB) that lists the Halal Status of more than one item, product, place or
service.
When endorsing the Halal Certificate of „Other Local Halal Certifying
Bodies‟ the JUM may issue advice and set conditions for the endorsement.
Two systems may be employed to endorse the Certificate of Other HCB:
(i) Observer system:
The basic feature of this method of endorsement is the presence of
Observers of the HCB when the Other Local HBC is conducting Halal
inspections to give Halal Certificate.
The basic procedures and conditions required for endorsing local Halal
Certificates through the „Observer system‟ are as follows:
(i) The HCB establishes contact with the other Local HCB
(ii) The Halal Standards of the Other Local HCB should be compatible with
the Halal Standard of the HCB.
(iii) The Observer should witness all the basic elements that the HBC
considers as necessary to issue a Halal Certificate.
(iv) The Observer gives his report and recommendations to the Board of
Scholars of the HBC to consider endorsement.
(v) In case, the HCB endorses the Halal certificate granted by the other
Local Halal HCB, the endorsement is published on the HCB website or other
modes of making the public aware of the endorsement.
(ii) Report system
The basic feature of this method of endorsement is that the HCB does not
send observers to witness firsthand the inspection process of the other Local
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HCB. However, the HCB relies upon the reports, audits and documentations of
the Other Local HCB to endorse a Halal certificate.
The Observer system should be the norm for endorsing Local Halal
Certificates.
However, The „Report system‟ may be resorted to in instances where the
HCB deems that the presence of Observers is not necessary or is not material
for the issue of a Halal certificate.
On a case to case basis the HCB decides when the „Report system‟ may be
employed.
The basic procedures and conditions required for endorsing local Halal
Certificates through the „Report system‟ are as follows:
(i) The HCB request the other Local HCB for any report or audits of its
inspections. It is to the discretion of the Other Local HCB to provide those
reports and audits. The inspectors of the other Local HCB may be auditioned if
required and if the Other Local HCB so agrees.
(ii) The endorsement cannot proceed except if all the required information
has been gathered by the HCB.
(iii) The HCB may consider the documentation as incomplete and may
refrain from endorsing the Halal certificate.
Exception for Abattoirs
Only the „Observer system‟ may be used to endorse Halal Certificates
issued for Abattoirs, Poultry, and the likes.
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PART VII : HALAL CERTIFICATION POLICIES
The JUM should, upon deliberation of its Board of Scholars in the light of the
relevant substantive Islamic law, clearly define its adopted policy with regards to
different items, products, places, services and practices.
Without aiming at a comprehensive enumeration, below are some of the main
principles and classification concerning Halal certification policies.

Halal Certification of Items and Products.
The main division in the Halal certification of items and products is the
division between
(i) non meat based items and products; and
(ii) Meat and meat-based items and products.

SECTION 1 : PRINCIPLES FOR NON-MEAT BASED ITEMS AND
PRODUCTS
The principle to be applied with regards to Halal certification of non-meat
based items and products (especially: foods, drinks, medication…) is that:
“Every non-meat based items is considered to be prima facie Halal except
if (a) a Haram or (b) an impure element is found therein.”
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THE HALAL STATUS OF THE FOLLOWING
IS OF PARTICULAR INTEREST UNDER
THIS SECTION:
SUB-SECTION (A): PLANTS AND OTHER ORGANISMS
The principle is that all plants, fungi, algae, bacteria, etc. are considered
Halal except those that are poisonous or intoxicating.

1. Fruits, Fruit Juices and Vegetables:
1. Fruits, vegetables and natural fruit juices are considered Halal if they are totally
pure.
2. Fruits, oils, preservatives, flavors that have been processed may not be granted
Halal status until the facilities where the processing took place have been
inspected and verified.

2. Milk and Dairy Products:
1. Milk obtained from Halal animals is considered Halal.
2. Yoghurt, Ice Cream and other dairy products must not contain non halal
gelatin or other Haraam ingredients.
3. Rennet derived from Halal animals, plants or microbial sources is considered
Halal for cheese making.

3. Bread, Cake and bakery products:
1. Cysteine, fats, oils, colorants, flavors, yeast, preservatives which are normally
used in Bread, cakes and bakery products should be from Halal sources.
2. Alcohol should not be used in the preparation of bakery products.
3. Brushes used in bakery should especially not be manufactured from materials
of porcine origin.

4. Oils and fats:
1. Oils and fats should only originate from Halal sources.
2. Halal sources excludes amongst others - oils and fat extracted from Haram
animals or from Halal animals which have not been slaughtered according to
Islamic rules of Halal Slaughter as described in Sub-Section (C) of Section 3 of
Part VI.
3. Vegetable Oils should be free from Haraam ingredients.
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5. Other Components and Additives
Before use, any component and additive such as emulsifier, preservative,
stabilizer…. should be checked and verified that it is Halal certified by a „Halal
Certifying Body‟, regardless of being used by itself or mixed with other
materials.
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SUB-SECTION (B) PRODUCTS CONTAINING ALCOHOL:
1. Alcohols which are derived from the fermentation of juices extracted from
grapes are considered to be intrinsically Haraam and Impure. Consequently,
irrespective of whether or not they cause intoxication, their consumption even in the minutest of quantity - is Haraam (completely prohibited).
2. The presence in foods or drinks of negligible amounts of alcohols derived
from sources other than the above - especially those prepared synthetically may, in certain circumstances, be tolerated. The Board when deciding upon
the Halal Status of such products, taking into account the following:
(i) The quantity;
(ii) The intoxication inducing effects; and
(iii) The reasons or necessity for which such alcohols are being used.
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SECTION 2: PRINCIPLE FOR MEAT AND MEAT BASED ITEMS
AND PRODUCTS
After deliberation, the principle to be adopted for meat and meat based items
and products, is that:
“Every meat and meat based items and products are not to be considered as
Halal until the contrary is proven”
The contrary being, amongst others, that:
Therefore the meat and meat based item should be from animals which:
1. In itself Islam permits its consumption
2. Has been Halal slaughtered - as described in Sub-Section (C) of Section 3 of
Part VI.
3. Has not been contaminated with other Haraam elements.
EXCEPTION: Fish do not need to be Halal slaughtered.

SECTION 3: DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION OF BASIC
TERMS
To properly understand the above principles, the following terms needs to be
properly defined.

SUB-SECTION (A): CROSS CONTAMINATION
Cross contamination is when an otherwise Halal meat and meat based item,
came into contact or is mixed with a Haraam/Impure element.
1. Everything that is derived from pigs.
2. Dead animals or animals not Halal slaughtered.
3. Wine and other intoxicants.
In the same way, Urine, excrement, blood, vomit, sperm and pus of humans
and other animals are also considered to be impure and therefore same should
not come into contact with Halal meat and meat based items.
To avoid cross contamination, utensils used in the preparation of non Halal
items should not be used in the preparation of halal items.
Cross contamination should always be avoided during slaughtering,
preparation, processing, packaging, storage, transportation, display….
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SUB-SECTION (B): ANIMALS WHOSE CONSUMPTION ARE
DECREED AS HARAAM
Animals may be loosely classified as (A) Land Animals and (B) Aquatic
Animals
(A) Land Animals which are intrinsically Haraam:
1. Pig
Every product or derivatives of porcine origin is considered to be Impure
and Haraam.
Items or tools made of porcine sources should not be used for the
preparation of food.
2. Land predators – according to Islamic jurisprudence: those animals which
use their canines or claws to attack their preys.
3. Rats, scorpions, snakes, earthworms, flies, insects,

etc.

4. Birds of prey.

(B) Aquatic Animals:
For the purposes of Halal classification:
The principle is that whatever may be called “fish” is considered to be Halal
for consumption.
Crustaceans are not considered as fish in the Hanafi codification.

SUB-SECTION (C): HALAL SLAUGHTER
(i) SLAUGHTER CONDITIONS
1. Halal animals‟ slaughterhouse has to be separated from Haram animals‟
slaughterhouse.
2. Animal or bird must be of Halal species.
3. Slaughtering must be done by a mature Muslim of sound mind, trained in
slaughtering method for the type and size of the animal to be slaughtered.
4. The name of Allah (‘Bismillah Allahu Akbar’) must be verbally invoked in an
audible voice by the Muslim slaughterer at the time of slaughtering.
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5. Slaughtering is carried out on the neck from the front by cutting the throat,
wind pipe and the 2 jugular veins. Of which, at least, 3 of the 4 mentioned
will suffice to render the animal Halal.
6. Slaughter should be performed manually by human Muslims slaughterers.
Automated or machine knives are strictly prohibited.
7. Slaughtering must be carried out by a sharp instrument.
8. Knives and slaying tools that are used in slaughtering should not be used
for cutting haram animals or haram material.
9. Special precaution should be taken after slaughtering, to verify that all the
required veins have been severed.
10. We must be confident that the fowls are dead before plunging into boiling
water.
11. The cause of death of the animal should be through the Halal slaughtering
rather than any other cause.
12. During plucking process, the temperature of the water should be regulated
according to the species of the fowls.
13. Skinning or cutting the parts or the head should only begin after the animal
is dead.

(ii) STUNNING AND ELECTRIC SHOCKS
Stunning and electric shocks shall, as a general precautionary measure, be
prohibited and discouraged. Apart from the issue that unnecessary additional
suffering is caused to the animals, there is great apprehension as to whether or not
these animals consistently survive the stunning and electric shocks process.
However, the stunning and electric shocks processes do not render the meat
Haram.
If and when stunning and electric shocks have to be resorted to, the following
conditions shall be enforced very strictly:
1. The voltage/the electric current value should be regulated according to the
species of the animal.
2. If electrified water is used, the duration the animal stays in the water should
be regulated according to the species of the animal.
3. The animal shall remain alive after stunning and at the time of slaughtering.
If the animal dies before slaughtering, it will be considered Haraam.
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PART VIII: TERMS AND CONDITIONS
FOR THE ISSUE OF A HALAL CERTIFICATE
The following terms and conditions should be accepted by the responsible
party being issued with a Halal certificate:

“AFTER SATISFACTION, THE JAMIAT-UL-ULAMA OF
MAURITIUS (JUM) WILL ISSUE A CERTIFICATE BASE ON THE
FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
1. Jamiat ul Ulama of Mauritius (JUM) will reserve the right to visit the
enterprise at any time without any prior notice.
2. The Logo/certificate will be valid for limited duration that will be renewed
after a new inspection.
3. The halal certificate holder has no right to give a copy of certificate/letter of
JUM to any client.
4. The halal certificate holder should inform the JUM if any changes do take
place with regard to the address, slaughterer, supplier, products and
ingredients etc.
5. JUM reserves the right at any time and without prior notice to remove,
revoke, annul, cancel, amend the Halal Certificate issued to any
person/société/company or any other legal entity for any reason JUM might
deem fit and this without JUM having to furnish any explanation
whatsoever.
6. The person/société/company or any other legal entity to which the Halal
Certificate was issued hereby declares having no right whatsoever to claim
any damages and/or initiate any action in damages against JUM for any
loss in its business as a result of the decision of JUM to remove, revoke,
annul, cancel and/or amend the terms and conditions of the said Halal
Certificate and hereby waives unequivocally such right of actions.
7. JUM also reserves the right to inform the public at large by any means of
any decision taken by it in respect of any Halal Certificate issued and the
person/société/company or any other legal entity in respect of which such
decision/information is publicized shall have no right to claim damages of
whatever nature against JUM for any consequential loss in its business,
turn over and/or Profit.
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